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Social Sciences knowledges:
- Modern Sports were constructed by men for men… some of 

them: 

- WASP (Darbon, 2008)
- with occidental values and practices

 Structural and conjectural sport discriminations: glass ceiling, 
social prejudices against “minorities”… including female in sport 
(Héas, 2010)

- Heterosexuality is an implicit norm:

- Sport as male preserve (Sheard, Dunning, 1973)
- Sport as initiation ritual: “le monde des hommes” (Saouter, 2000)
- Lesbian Label interfere for female into sports (Cahn, 1994) 2
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Mediatization of Sport and Physical abilities are (always 
now) gender oriented:

- Subordination of sport women (Héas, 2015)
- “Sexification “ of sport women (Dal, 2007)
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Female is not an active person at all in this current ticket office 
campaign… 

Female is just a potential supporter/accompanist… 
of men? Male players? Two of them? 
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Upper abilities in freestyle 
soccer… is not soccer but equal 
between male or female players: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aAMKvbdIyCk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pg5K6KhbC94

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aAMKvbdIyCk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pg5K6KhbC94


- Gender differences:

Endurance (Baumgart and al., 2014)
Positions of power in sport (LaVoi, 2011)
Coping (Kaiseler, 2010)
Injuries (Ristolainein, 2009)

- Surveys Coach-Athlete relationship (QRI, CART-Q, CBQ, CBS-
S, LSS, TOPS, etc.): scales of behavior, leadership, 
interpersonal communication, performance strategies, etc.
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Factual gender aspects of soccer coaching in France:

One woman trainer in a French male soccer Professional 
team: Corinne Diacre, Clermont-Ferrand (L2)

Recent designation of a neophyte trainer at high level, 
Reynald Pedros, for the Olympique Lyonnais, 05/2017: one 
of the actual best female soccer team in the world!

7 historic soccer French team selectors : P. Geoffroy (1971-
1978), F-P. Coché (1978-1987), A. Mignot (1987-1997),
Elisabeth Loisel (1997-2007: 10/46 years), B. Bini (2007-
2013), P. Bergeroo (2013-2016), O. Echouafni (2016-)
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What we know and what we search for?

Male Trainers are not totally aware about socio-affective 
relations between female players (Joncheray et al. 2014)

Some FSP quit (or ‘d like to) football after expressed hard 
situations of conflict and incomprehension with their trainer (in 
the frame of annual psychological interview). 

R’sQ: 

What is the importance of these potential 
incomprehensions and even conflicts with 

(male/female) trainer?
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Some first results (n=346)

Female players make a strong difference 
between sport subjects and private life: 

“never or almost never to get council from 
their trainer for”:
- non-sportive pb (46%)
- for death of family member* (51%)
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To propose some modifications in soccer 
training session?
- 46% Female players are confident to do it
- 5% don’t dare at all
A good listening, good relations with 

trainer?

To what extent can you talk to your coach? 
Never: 188 (54%!)
Few: 174
Still: 28
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Relations seem to remain/be very 
asymmetrical… in disfavor of FSP
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Management of emotions is balanced:

30% never, few                       31% always, often 

angry

10% never 10% always

worry-stress
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A solution? 
How to development of empathetic relations?

Six Steps to look after*:

1) Recognize moments of emotion (+-)
2) Ask the PSP what is happening/living
3) Name the emotion
4) Welcome/Legitimize it
5) Respect for the PSP’s efforts to cope
6) Offers help and support for the future*



Some elements of method

Testing the construct validity of an instrument 
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Jowett (2009). Validating Coach-Athlete relationship measures with the nomological network, Measurement in physical
eudcation and exercise science, 13, 34-51.

Confirmatory factorial analysis model (CFA) : CFI = 0,94; SRMR = 0.08; χ(129) = 202.08, p <0.00

The Quality of relationship Inventory (QRI)
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Nomological network of QRI instrument

Social
Support

Depth Conflict

0,74 -0,65

-0,45
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Conclusions

We can’t find the results of Jowett (2009) because several items have psychometric problems
(descriptive statistics, homogeneity (correlation), reliability or factorial validity)

The specific sampling (only female here) can explain this difference?

But it’s also a classical finding of the difficulty for replying scientific results…

WE DON’T NOTE SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES OF SOCIAL SUPPORT, DEPTH AND
CONFLICT WHEN THE COACH IS A MALE OR A FEMALE.

Is it the Gender (male) conformity of the responses to be accepted by FB world

A qualitative survey should observe FPS (5% to 55%) who are not confidence with their
trainer (male or female), some of them (x%) can live specific relations in terms of
bullying, violence, etc.
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Methods

Participants : 346 women praticing soccer answer to a computerized self-report questionnaire 
(5 likert scale)

M = 20.48; SD = 1.09
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Social support scale
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Depth scale
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Conflict scale
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